EMAIL/ TIME BOUND / URGENT
From

Labour Commissioner, Haryana
To

All Labour Inspectors in the State of Haryana.

No.: If

Dated:- el - l_ /1
5B -lz_S6
Subject:- Target for registration under Punjab Shops and
Establishments Act,

1

gS8.

Commercial

On the subject cited above.

It is intimated to you that in the meeting taken by the W/pS(L); it has been
observed that the progress of registration under the Punjab Shops and Commercial
Establishments Act, 1958 are very low and unsatisfactory,

lt has also been pointed out
that the main work of the Labour Inspectors are the registration of Shops and other
Commerical Establishments under the ibid Act, but after repeated request and discussions
in the departmental meeting the work of new registration of Shops and other Commerical
Establishments are very poor. Keeping in view of that it is decided that a monthly target of
50 new registartion of Shops and other Commerical Establishments be fixed.

Therefore, you are required to complete the monthly target of 50 of new
registration of Shops and other Commerical Establishments, the same will be counted after
07'01.2019. Please treat it most urgent and strict disciplinary action will be initiated if you
are not complied the direction and failed to achieve the target. The format on which this
information will be submitted to O/o Labour Commissioner, Haryana is as below:Sr.
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not received then it will be presumed that you are not achieved the
target and Nil progress
will be counted submitted to the W/PS(L).

Endst.

No.

\l5T-31

Dated:-

g_l_ lg

A copy of same is fonruarded to the following for information and necessary
compliance please:-

1) Additional Labour Commissioner (NcR), Gurugram with a request to kindly
issue

2)

the necessary directions to the Lls under jurisdiction for compliance
of the same.
Deputy Labour Commissioners in the State

3) Assistant Labour commissioners in the state, with a direction that circulate this
letter to all Lls under their iurisdiction and ensure the compliance and
timely
submission of the report after consolidation.

for Labou

